
DELIVER PRO

Features

Optimize your daily delivery routes and reduce
miles driven and operational delivery costs.

Maximize your fleet effectiveness through
having real-time, fleet visibility and oversight.

Improve customer satisfaction through
providing accurate, real-time delivery information.

Increase operational profitability through
leveraging comprehensive, historical business 
analytics.

Delivery. Solved.

Deliver Pro

Innovo’s Deliver Pro™ is an integrated suite of easy-to-use mobile applications, and powerful web tools, designed
specifically to meet your daily delivery needs.

Innovo’s Deliver Pro™ is an integrated suite of easy-to-use mobile applications, and powerful web tools, is designed 
specifically to help you optimize your deliveries and automate your fleet management process.

Deliver Pro™ is tightly integrated with Infor’s CloudSuite™ Distribution to provide optimized route planning, turn-by-turn 
driver directions, proof of delivery capture, access to real-time delivery information, real-time fleet and driver visibility… and 
so much more!

Deliver Pro™ supports TWL and non-TWL warehouses, and makes sales orders, customer returns and warehouse transfers 
easy to manage and complete, all while increasing operational efficiencies and lowering costs.

Designed with ease of use, we kept simple scalability top of mind to be deployed across your organization at your own pace. 
This leads to increased profitability, higher levels of customer satisfaction, and rapid realization of your return on  
investment.
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Route™:

An easy-to-use web tool offering
automatic route planning,
optimization, and manifest
creation.

Deliver™:

An intuitive mobile app that
increases driver efficiency through
turn-by-turn directions, proof of
delivery, and real-time
communication.

DeliverWeb™:

A powerful web tool that provides
live visibility into your fleet activity,
real-time delivery information, and
historical reporting of operational
analytics.

Innovo Portal™:

A secure, cloud-based platform
that provides comprehensive
device and user management
capabilities.



ROUTE

Easily Optimize Delivery Routes

Innovo’s Route

Benefits

Innovo’s Route™ uses the latest technology to provide you with simple and powerful ways to build and manage your
delivery routes.

Optimized routes greatly reduce miles driven and fuel costs

Completely integrated with Innovo’s Deliver™

Increased customer satisfaction and reduced operational costs

Features

With a single click, routes are automatically created and
optimized

Easily verify delivery addresses and manually geocode for
new construction

Re-sequence stops within a route, move stops from route to
another, and create new routes on the fly

Schedule deliveries for a specific time or window meeting
customer requests

Compatible with Chrome, Safari, and Edge browsers

There has never been an easier way to build and 
manage your delivery routes! Route automatically 
creates and optimizes your daily deliveries, all 
while meeting customer requested delivery 
windows. 

You can easily re-sequence stops within a route, 
move stops from one route to another, and create 
new routes on the fly. 

You’ll have visibility into order details including 
address and shipping instructions, and detailed 
product information, such as product descrip-
tions, weight and load factors, and hazardous 
and restricted product status. Route also makes 
it easy to verify and update delivery addresses 
and manually geocode for new construction.

Comprehensive reporting on route driven vs. 
suggested route, actual mileage driven, and total 
route time, enable you to improve your overall 
routing efficiencies. 

Proud

Member



DELIVER

Empower Your Drivers!

Innovo Deliver App

Benefits

Innovo’s Deliver™ is an easy-to-use mobile app that increases delivery efficiency, driver effectiveness, supports real-time
communication, and helps you deliver better customer service.

Better overall visibility into your deliveries and fleet

More efficient deliveries and increased driver effectiveness

Increased customer satisfaction and reduced delivery costs

Features

Drivers are guided by GPS-based turn-by-turn directions

GPS tracking enables real-time estimated and actual delivery
times

Drivers can easily capture signatures and photos

Real-time communications allow drivers to handle delivery
issues

Improve customer satisfaction through pre-and post-delivery
 notifications

Live tracking of your delivery trucks via Innovo’s Deliver Web™
tool

Deliver puts your drivers in complete control. 
From the moment they leave, while they complete 
each stop, and until they return, they are provid-
ed with tools and information that makes their job 
easier, while increasing customer satisfaction. 

Drivers are provided with GPS-based turn-by-turn 
directions and given the ability to handle delivery 
issues in real-time. 

Deliver’s powerful proof of delivery capabilities 
allow signatures and photos to be easily 
captured and attached to the invoice. Your 
customers can receive pre- and post-delivery 
notifications and can access a website to see 
real-time delivery information.

GPS tracking gives you live visibility into your fleet 
activity, real time delivery information, and 
historical reporting via Innovo’s Deliver Web™ 
tool.
 

Mobilize Your
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DELIVER WEB

Ready for a Competitive Edge?

Innovo Deliver Web

Benefits

Innovo’s Deliver Web™ gives you real-time visibility into your daily manifests, driver and truck location, delivery status,
ETA’s, proof of delivery information, and critical business analytics.

Better overall visibility into your deliveries and fleet

Increased customer satisfaction and reduced delivery costs

Monitoring business analytics helps you increase profitability

Features

Easily manage your daily deliveries to create more efficient
routes

Real-time GPS tracking allows you to see where all your drivers
are, and access live estimated and actual delivery times

Handle delivery issues real-time through in-app driver
messaging via the Innovo Deliver App™.

Improve customer satisfaction through pre-and post-delivery
notifications

Historical reporting provides valuable insight into business
analytics

Compatible with Chrome, Safari, and Edge browsers

Deliver Web’s advanced technology provides you 
with real-time information letting you easily 
manage your daily deliveries, empower your 
drivers, increase customer satisfaction, and gain 
invaluable business insight. 

Real-time GPS tracking allows you to see exactly 
where your drivers are, the route they drove, how 
long they stopped, and monitor their speeds; as 
well as providing estimated and actual delivery 
times. Deliver Web’s Compare feature, allows you 
to easily analyze delivery routes and overlay 
historical routes, to monitor and improve overall 
delivery efficiencies. 
 
Comprehensive reporting lets you monitor and 
improve operating efficiencies such as meeting 
customer requested delivery times and analyzing 
customer and route profitability, enabling you to 
make better business decisions.  

What’s keeping you from gaining a competitive 
edge and leveraging the benefits of advanced 
technology?

Interested?
Use this code to learn more!


